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PURCHASE THE  
8 New Releases for November 

AND RECEIVE A
Bluetooth 

Speaker Alarm 
Clock!

Multifunctional 
Bluetooth Speaker  
with Touch Sensor  

LED Lamp, Alarm Clock 
and MP3 Player.  

Features HD stereo sound, alarm 
clock, dimmable lamp with a built-
in microphone for hands-free calls. 

Supports wireless bluetooth, micro SD 
cards and USB flash drives. 
AUX audio cable included for  

non-bluetooth devices. 

Promotion valid while gift supplies last.

5”x 7” 
Easel Back 

Counter Cards
A modified, updated double bar men’s aviator. We have been getting requests for this type of frame 
from the past year and so here he is. A very deep “B” for the larger man and colors that appeal to the 
50+ something demographic, Gold and Matte Grey. Upgrade your patients who are wearing these old 
versions to one in memory metal/twist titanium.

Linstead
Men’s Metal
Colors: Gold, Matte Grey

EYE  DBL  TEMPLE
53 17 140mm

The Hayes offers a vintage look but in a new memory metal material. Ideal for the larger man who 
wants the classic P3 or round frame shape but needs a wider front.  While listed as 52 eye, this frame fits 
as a 56 eye due to the placement of the temples. Most every store/practice has a customer/patient who 
would love this look now that it is made in a larger size.

Hayes
Men’s Metal
Colors: Brown, Shiny Grey

EYE  DBL  TEMPLE
52 18 140mm

The first thing that nearly everyone says when they see the new Gayle frame is: “What a cool, different 
and interesting shape.” The word everyone will say after trying the style on is “flattering”. Available in 
both Brown and Lilac, this frame will pop on your frame boards as it is very unlikely that you have this 
shape by anyone else.

Gayle
Women’s Metal
Colors: Brown, Lilac

EYE  DBL  TEMPLE
53 17 135mm

A classic look in a memory metal material. The Alexandria features two tasteful colors of Black and Wine 
combined with tasteful accent pieces on the frame front and temples. A deep “B” will accommodate 
a full progressive lens, which is not often the case with a small 51mm eye size.

Alexandria
Women’s Metal
Colors: Black, Wine

EYE  DBL  TEMPLE
51 17 135mm
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